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Terms and Conditions 
 

Terms and Conditions ("Terms") 

 

Last updated: August 25, 2020 

 

Please read these Terms and Conditions ("Terms", "Terms and Conditions") carefully before using 

the Dari Rulai ZhiMen Temple website’s Forum and Discussion pages (https://www.mn-hanmi-

buddhism.org/forum ) and its mobile application operated by Dari Rulai ZhiMen Temple. 

 

Your access to and use of the Forum and Discussion pages are conditioned on your acceptance of 

and compliance with these Terms. These Terms apply to all visitors, users and others who access 

or use the Forum and Discussion pages. 

 

By accessing or using the Forum and Discussion pages you agree to be bound by these 

Terms. If you disagree with any part of the terms then you may not access the Forum & 

Discussion pages. 

 

 

Content 

 

Our Forum & Discussions pages allow you to post, link, store, share and otherwise make available 

certain information, text, graphics, videos, or other material ("Content") as it relates to your thoughts 

and insights about Chinese Esoteric Buddhism and how it relates to your life.  

 

You are responsible for maintaining a cordial and friendly content that allows for discussion but that 

does not disparage or defame Chinese Esoteric Buddhism, Great Master Yu (Dechan Jueren), Dari 

Rulai ZhiMen Temple, other Chinese Esoteric Buddhist Temples around the world, nor Chinese 

Esoteric Buddhism’s leaders, monks nor nuns.   

 

These forums are for us to learn and grow together.  Content that is not in line with this goal will be 

deleted, and after one warning, its contributor will lose membership status to the Forum and 

Discussions pages.   

 

Ownership of the content offered to these Forum and Discussions pages remain with the author, 

although by participation, the author agrees to allow Dari Rulai ZhiMen Temple to use it while giving 

credit to its author.  Links to other pages and such will be allowed unless deemed inappropriate and 

against our stated goals above.   

 

 

Links To Other Web Sites 
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Our Forums and Discussion pages may contain links to third-party web sites or services that are not 

owned or controlled by Dari Rulai ZhiMen Temple.  

 

Dari Rulai ZhiMen Temple has no control over, and assumes no responsibility for, the content, 

privacy policies, or practices of any third party web sites or services. You further acknowledge and 

agree that Dari Rulai ZhiMen Temple shall not be responsible or liable, directly or indirectly, for any 

damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused by or in connection with use of or reliance on any 

such content, goods or services available on or through any such web sites or services. 

 

Changes 

 

We reserve the right, at our sole discretion, to modify or replace these Terms at any time. If a 

revision is material we will try to provide at least 30 days' notice prior to any new terms taking effect. 

What constitutes a material change will be determined at our sole discretion. 

 

Contact Us 

 

If you have any questions about these Terms, please contact us at Dari Rulai ZhiMen Temple, 80 

County Road C West, #804, Little Canada, MN 55117 or at:  info@mn-hanmi-buddhsim.org or call 

us at: 651-278-0697.   
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